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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Are people more selfish if they can passively allow for a selfish allocation of resources, rather than actively having to implement it? This question speaks to a variety of different choice situations, as decisions about resource allocations often vary by whether they require active involvement or not. People may be more likely to walk by a charity solicitor on the street than to refuse to give to a solicitor who knocks on their door. An employer may passively allow for inflation to erode workers' real wages even if she would not be willing to actively cut nominal wages. Citizens face governmental policies about redistributive matters that vary by the involvement they require, such as whether being an organ donor requires active registration or not, or whether declarations of taxable income require more or less active statements. In this paper, we conduct three experiments to test whether individuals exhibit preferences for selfish omissions over selfish commissions in economic decision-making.

We define a choice as active, or as a *commission*, if the decision maker implements an outcome by taking an action, whereas we define a choice as passive, or as an *omission*, if the decision maker allows for an outcome to be implemented by being inactive. A body of research in moral philosophy and psychology suggests that individuals favor harmful omissions over harmful acts. Subjects faced with hypothetical choice scenarios often judge harmful acts as morally worse than equally harmful omissions \[[@pone.0172496.ref001]--[@pone.0172496.ref005]\] and report to be more willing to do harm passively rather than actively \[[@pone.0172496.ref006]--[@pone.0172496.ref011]\]. In this literature, the general tendency to favor harmful omissions over harmful commissions has been termed *omission bias*. In the current study, we are interested in the "pure" effect of passive choices, free of confounding factors such as suggestiveness, action costs and awareness. Throughout the paper we will call this the *omission effect*.

While research in other disciplines and evidence from real-world examples suggest that passivity matters, it has not been systematically investigated whether the distinction between commissions and omissions *itself* affects economic decision-making. In most choice situations, it is, in fact, impossible to identify the effect of such a distinction, since active and passive choices differ systematically across other dimensions.

Most importantly, it can be difficult to empirically separate the omission effect from the status quo effect (i.e. the effect of an alternative having been implemented previously) and the default effect (i.e. the effect of presenting an alternative as the suggested option). However, since status quo and default options can be implemented either passively or actively, the omission effect differs conceptually from the status quo and the default effect. A default option is sometimes referred to as the outcome that will prevail if a decision maker is passive. We use a broader definition, recognizing that situations may differ in the degree of activity required to confirm the choice of a suggested option. Thus, we distinguish between "passive defaults" (implementing the suggested option requires no activity whatsoever) and "active defaults" (implementing the suggested option requires some activity). For example, public policies such as organ donation regulations often involve defaults that can be accepted passively, while market settings such as online purchases and acceptance of user agreements often require active verification of a pre-selected default option (e.g. regarding user conditions, shipping, or receiving future emails from a retailer). Such active verification can for instance consist of pressing an "I agree"-button on a computer screen or signing a piece of paper. Previous research on the default effect shows that individuals are more likely to choose an alternative if it is presented as the default option (e.g. \[[@pone.0172496.ref012]--[@pone.0172496.ref015]\]). To determine the relevance of the distinction between commissions and omissions, it is crucial to disentangle the omission effect from the effect of introducing a suggested option. In order to test whether there exists an omission effect beyond the effect of a default option, we compare the effect of introducing an active default to the effect of introducing a passive default. The results of such an investigation should be of direct relevance for mechanism designers since if individuals react differently to active than to passive defaults, it might be possible to nudge behavior simply by changing whether a given default option needs to be actively confirmed or not.

Apart from the presence of a suggested option, commissions and omissions often differ in terms of the costs of taking an action and the decision maker's awareness. In many choice situations remaining passive is less costly than taking an action. Making an active choice may require more costs in terms of time and effort, such as filling out an organ donation form. It may also be cognitively more costly for individuals that are unsure about what to choose to resolve this uncertainty under active choices. In some settings, passive choices might be the result of unawareness of being in a choice situation or a lack of enough time to make an active choice, rather than the expression of a preference. In such settings, self-serving commissions may be judged more harshly than self-serving omissions, merely due to differences in the revealed intent. For example, one motivation for legally distinguishing between the act of killing and the failure to help someone who is dying is that the former provides stronger evidence of harmful intentions. Our contribution is to provide a test that isolates the effect of active and passive choices from these other confounding factors (i.e., suggested options, costs of taking an action, and awareness). The main question we ask is whether there is an omission effect in the sense that individuals have a preference for implementing selfish options passively rather than actively.

We hypothesized that there is an omission effect in economic decision making above and beyond these confounding factors. There are several reasons for this. First, individuals may perceive the distinction between selfish commissions and selfish omissions as *morally significant in and of itself*. Accordingly, individuals that inherently care about behaving morally may reflect this distinction in their behavior. Such a moral distinction is not necessarily made consciously. Research by Cushman et al. \[[@pone.0172496.ref005]\], using fMRI data, indicates that omission effects tend to arise automatically, without the application of controlled cognition. In line with this, Sunstein \[[@pone.0172496.ref016]\] suggests that the act-omission distinction may operate as a "moral heuristic". The idea is that, while the moral intuition of distinguishing between acts and omissions makes sense in most everyday situations, this principle is sometimes overgeneralized to situations where there is no morally relevant distinction between acts and omissions. Second, the distinction between selfish commissions and selfish omissions may be driven by *social esteem or self-image concerns*. It has been suggested that individuals care about their social- and/or self-image and are motivated by a concern for the value of reputation that is attached to different choices \[[@pone.0172496.ref017]--[@pone.0172496.ref020]\]. Such image concerns may be related to the outcomes of choices as well as to how these outcomes come about. Omissions are less salient than actions, making them less likely to be observed by others and more likely to be forgotten or repressed by the agent herself. Moreover, selfish omissions can appear less intentional than selfish actions, making them less likely to be judged negatively by oneself or others. Therefore, omissions may send weaker signals than commissions about an agent's type, resulting in less stigma being associated with passive, as compared to active, norm violations.

These mechanisms suggest that the moral appropriateness of a choice may not just depend on the alternatives initially available to the individual and the selected outcome, but also on how an outcome comes about. This means that actions *themselves* may affect social norms and moral concerns. In line with this notion, Levitt and List \[[@pone.0172496.ref021]\] and Krupka and Weber \[[@pone.0172496.ref022]\] argue that a utility maximization framework that aims at explaining choices under social norms can benefit from including actions as an argument in the utility function. Whether an outcome follows from an active choice or from the decision maker merely allowing for the outcome to be implemented is one such difference in how outcomes come about. Accordingly, the question of whether the distinction between active and passive choices is an expression of preferences also relates to the broader issue of whether individual utility maximization can be modeled solely as a function of initial states and final outcomes.

We present three experiments aimed at isolating the distinction between omissions and commissions from confounding factors. In these experiments, we conduct a series of dictator games where subjects can choose between two different allocations of money between themselves and another participant: one selfish allocation and one fair allocation. In each game, one allocation is indicated by a pre-ticked box. We will refer to this allocation as the default option. Our treatments vary the relative stakes of the default, and whether the default allocation can be implemented by commission or by omission. We hypothesized that subjects facing a selfish default option, which implies violating a fairness norm, would be more likely to choose the default option by omission rather than by commission. Further, we hypothesized that the omission effect would be smaller for choices with a non-selfish, norm-compliant default option. However, our results show no statistically significant omission effect in the share of selfish choices, neither given a selfish nor given a non-selfish default option. Thus, we find no support for the hypothesis that there is an omission effect in prosocial behavior beyond the default effect and other confounding factors. All else equal, individuals do not prefer to implement a selfish default option passively rather than actively. We can show that this finding holds across a number of different allocation trade-offs with various properties as well as across settings with weak and strong default effects. Our result suggests that social preferences are not sensitive to an omission effect. Thus, increased selfishness through omission, as observed in various settings, is likely to be driven by other factors than a preference for selfish omissions. In particular, the presence of a suggested option, costs of taking an action and limited awareness are confounding factors which differ systematically across commissions and omissions in many settings and which may explain why passivity and selfish behavior often coincide. Each of these factors is discussed in the conclusion.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2, 3 and 4 present the design and results of the first, second and third experiment. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of the implication of our results.

Experiment 1 {#sec002}
============

Experimental design {#sec003}
-------------------

The first experiment employs a repeated dictator game with 14 different binary allocation choices. In the first choice, all subjects face the same allocation trade-off between an allocation which is payoff-dominant for the dictator (the "*selfish"* allocation), giving 90 DKK (≈ 13.8 USD) to the dictator and 10 DKK (≈ 1.5 USD) to the recipient, and an allocation which is both fair and efficient (the "*fair"* allocation), giving 70 DKK (≈ 10.7 USD) each to the dictator and the recipient. Having an identical first choice across subjects allows for a between-subject analysis. The subsequent 13 choices have varying allocation trade-offs and follow in an order that is randomized at the individual level. These trade-offs differ in terms of the cost of giving and the size and direction of the payoff difference between the dictator and the recipient. Table A in [S1 File](#pone.0172496.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} lists all allocation trade-offs and their characteristics. For each new allocation choice, each subject is randomly rematched with an anonymous recipient in the same room. After the experiment, one choice is randomly chosen for payment.

Subjects are randomized into either the *commission treatment* or the *omission treatment* and remain within one treatment throughout the experiment. In both treatments subjects have 40 seconds to make each allocation choice, as indicated by a timer on the screen. For each choice, we randomly select one of the two allocations to be presented as the default, i.e. subjects either face a *selfish default* or a *fair default*. The default is indicated by a pre-ticked rather than an empty box beside that allocation. The difference between the commission treatment and the omission treatment is whether implementing the pre-ticked default allocation requires an active or a passive choice. To choose the default allocation, subjects in the commission treatment must actively press a confirm button that restates the allocation choice, while subjects in the omission treatment simply let the timer run down. In order to implement the alternative option, subjects in both treatments must tick the box beside that option and press another confirm button. After a choice has been made, subjects in both treatments must wait for the timer to run down in order to proceed to the next stage. We display screenshots of the decision interface in [S1](#pone.0172496.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0172496.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs.

If a subject in the commission treatment fails to make an active choice before the timer runs down, the subject proceeds to the next stage without receiving any earnings from that choice. Prior to the decision, subjects in the commission treatment are informed that they need to press a button to confirm their allocation choice, and that they are only paid for the tasks that they complete according to the instructions. Thus, it should be clear to participants in the commission treatment that they are not paid for the choices in which they remain passive. This implies that there are in fact three potential outcomes in the commission treatment: (90,10), (70,70) and (0,0). Since the outcome from remaining passive (0,0) is clearly dominated by both outcomes from taking an action (90,10 and 70,70), we do not believe that the additional option of remaining passive affects the behavior of subjects in the commission treatment.

To ensure that we give subjects enough time to make a choice, we conducted a pilot study to elicit response times. Subjects in the pilot take at most 22 seconds to make a choice in the commission treatment without any time constraint (*N* = 16, *mean* = 12.34, *s*.*d*. = 4.98). By giving participants in the experiment 40 seconds to make a choice, i.e. almost twice as much time, we rule out that time constraints drive passive choices in the omission treatment. Note that subjects are not likely to incorrectly perceive 40 seconds to be too little time, since they participate in practice rounds prior to the experiment, with 40 seconds to make a practice choice. However, introducing a period length of 40 seconds implies that subjects who choose the default in the omission treatment have to face their passive choice for rather a long time. In order to make the omission situation more natural, we therefore introduce a second task. Throughout the experiment and in each treatment, subjects can work on a slider task \[[@pone.0172496.ref023]\]. While the 14 allocation choices appear sequentially on the left-hand side of the screen at regular intervals, the slider task constantly appears on the right-hand side of the screen. We show a screenshot of the slider task in [S3 Fig](#pone.0172496.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In this task, subjects use their mouse to position sliders at a target location. The total number of sliders that can be solved is not restricted and for each correctly positioned slider, the subject earns 0.01 DKK (≈ 0.001 USD). The slider task is repetitive, tedious and pays very little as compared to the dictator games. Hence, it should not crowd out incentives for participating in the dictator games. Before the experiment, subjects play practice rounds and answer control questions about the decision situation and the slider task. After the experiment, subjects are asked to complete a questionnaire eliciting demographic characteristics. The written instructions are provided in [S6 File](#pone.0172496.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

[Table 1](#pone.0172496.t001){ref-type="table"} illustrates our 2x2 design (selfish/fair default x commission/omission treatment), using the first allocation trade-off between (90,10) and (70,70) as an example. All choices in the experiment are structured accordingly.

10.1371/journal.pone.0172496.t001

###### Overview of treatments in Experiment 1: Choice between (90,10) and (70,70).
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                                 Default Allocation   Implementation of Default
  ------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------
  *I*     Commission Treatment   (90,10)              Active
  *II*    Omission Treatment     (90,10)              Passive
  *III*   Commission Treatment   (70,70)              Active
  *IV*    Omission Treatment     (70,70)              Passive

Our main hypothesis is that subjects prefer to be selfish by omission rather than by commission. In terms of the first allocation trade-off, we expect that subjects facing the selfish default (90,10) are more likely to choose (90,10) over (70,70), if the default is implemented passively (omission treatment) rather than actively (commission treatment).

### Hypothesis 1 {#sec004}

Given a selfish default, the share of default choices is higher in the omission treatment than in the commission treatment: $$(\textit{Selfish}~\textit{choices}{/{\textit{II})}\ >\ }(\textit{Selfish}~\textit{choices}/\textit{I}).$$

If individuals are uncertain about which allocation to choose and it is psychologically costly to resolve this uncertainty, they might remain passive to avoid costly contemplation. If so, any omission effect that we observe for selfish defaults may express a *general* omission effect, irrespective of the characteristics of the omission option, rather than a preference for selfish omissions over selfish commissions. To address this concern, we also elicit omission effects when the default is fair. We hypothesize that there is an omission effect under selfish defaults beyond what can be explained by preference uncertainty and, hence, that the omission effect under selfish defaults is larger than the omission effect under fair defaults. In terms of the first choice, we hypothesize that the increase in the propensity to choose the (90,10) default by omission rather than commission is larger than the increase in the propensity to choose the (70,70) default by omission rather than commission.

### Hypothesis 2 {#sec005}

The omission effect is larger for choices with a selfish default than for choices with a fair default: $$(\textit{Selfish}~\textit{choices}{/{\textit{II}) - (\textit{Selfish}~\textit{choices}}/}\textit{I})~>~(\textit{Fair}~\textit{choices}{/{\textit{IV}) - (\textit{Fair}~\textit{choices}}/}\textit{III}).$$

Our experimental design is well suited to isolate the distinction between omissions and commissions since the treatment conditions only differ in terms of activity, while relevant aspects other than this distinction are held constant. Most importantly, subjects face the same choice alternatives and the same default condition across the commission and the omission treatment. Second, any potential omission effect is unlikely to be driven by differences in the time invested or effort costs since subjects are given the same fixed decision time across treatments and since making an active choice only requires clicking a button to confirm the choice. Third, we calibrated decision time such that any omission effect in choices cannot be driven by differences in time pressure across treatments. Finally, since subjects in both treatments have enough time to make an active choice and are fully informed about the structure of the choice situation before the experiment starts, there is little reason to believe that unawareness of the choice situation or lack of time will drive any omission effect in our setting. Holding these confounding factors constant, we therefore argue that any observed behavioral difference across treatments must be caused by the distinction between omissions and commissions *itself*.

Ethics {#sec006}
------

According to guidelines from the Swedish research council, approval from an ethics committee is not required for behavioral studies that do not fall under the Swedish law concerning the Ethical Review of Research Involving Humans (SFS 2003:460). Since the experiments in our study do not include physical interventions or treatment of sensitive personal information (such as handling of social security numbers), this research project did not require review. For detailed information about the Swedish law, we refer the reader to our ethics statement in [S2 File](#pone.0172496.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All our studies (both in the laboratory and online) clearly indicated to the subjects that the study was conducted for the purposes of research and that the data would be analyzed anonymously. The collected data cannot in any way be connected to personal identifiers, such as social security numbers, and do not contain other sensitive personal information. All subjects participated voluntarily in the studies and were at least 18 years old. Participants in the laboratory experiment described in the current section had voluntarily signed up to participate in the subject pool at the Centre for Experimental Economics (<http://www.econ.ku.dk/cee/participate/>), and thus been informed of the rules that the laboratory applies. Similarly, participants in the online experiments described in subsequent sections had voluntarily registered as workers at the online labor market and then actively chosen to participate in the study. All studies were conducted under full-disclosure, meaning that there was no deceit. All treatments were non-invasive and subject payments were made as indicated to subjects in the study.

For these reasons, we did not ask the Central Ethical Review Board (Etikprövningsnämnden) for a written waiver or collected explicit written informed consent from the subjects. There has been no such praxis present in our field of study in Sweden. The decision in Sweden is and has been the discretion of the individual researcher and research departments. The Department of Economics at Stockholm University and the Department of Economics at the Stockholm School of Economics (Sandberg\'s employer at the time of the study) did not consider the study being eligible for review or that it required collecting informed consent in line with the Swedish legislation on ethical review.

Results {#sec007}
-------

400 subjects were recruited from the subject pool of the University of Copenhagen, using the online system ORSEE \[[@pone.0172496.ref024]\]. The experiment took place at the laboratory at the local Center for Experimental Economics (CEE) in May 2013 and the experimental software z-Tree \[[@pone.0172496.ref025]\] was used. In total we ran 15 sessions, each session lasting roughly one hour. Subjects earned about 141 DKK (≈ 21.6 USD) on average. At most, a subject solved 327 sliders in total, resulting in a payment of 3.27 DKK from the slider task. There is no significant difference between the commission treatment and the omission treatment in the total number of sliders solved (162.7 vs. 162.8, *t* = -0.019, *p* = 0.985), the propensity to solve at least one slider in total (98.5% vs. 99%, *χ*^*2*^*(1)* = 0.203, *p* = 0.653), or the propensity to solve at least one slider in every round (68.5% vs. 64%, *χ*^*2*^*(1)* = 0.906, *p* = 0.341).

The average participant age is 26. 48% of the participants are women, 26% are Danish, and 78% are full-time students. We show participant characteristics in Table B in [S1 File](#pone.0172496.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. 200 subjects participated in the commission treatment and 200 in the omission treatment. Participants in the commission treatment largely managed to make an active choice by clicking the confirm button within the allotted time. In total, participants in the commission treatment failed to make an active choice in 2.6% of all choice occasions (72 out of 2800 choices). Looking only at the first choice, the equivalent number is 3% (6 out of 200 choices). We exclude observations for which this was not the case from the main analysis, but our main results are robust to including them under various assumptions (we present these robustness checks in [S5 File](#pone.0172496.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Below, we first present the results from the first allocation choice, and then from all 14 allocation choices pooled.

### First allocation choice {#sec008}

In the first choice, the subject can either allocate 90 DKK to herself and 10 DKK to the recipient, or 70 DKK each to herself and the recipient. Overall, the share of selfish choices is 43.4%, which is within the range found in previous studies using binary dictator games with a similar structure. As shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0172496.g001){ref-type="fig"}, when the selfish allocation (90,10) is presented as the default option, it is chosen by 43.8% of the subjects in the commission treatment and 46.7% of the subjects in the omission treatment. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that the probability of choosing the selfish option is the same across these two conditions (*χ*^*2*^*(1)* = 0.16, *p* = 0.691). Thus, we do not find support for our hypothesis that subjects are more likely to choose a selfish default in the omission treatment than in the commission treatment.

![Average share of selfish choices in the first allocation choice with default (90,10).](pone.0172496.g001){#pone.0172496.g001}

We also run an OLS regression, using an indicator for whether the participant chose the (90,10) default option as the dependent variable (*β* = 0.028, *s*.*e*. = 0.072). The 95% confidence interval of the estimated omission effect is \[-0.114,0.171\]. Thus, while the point estimate is very small and not nearly statistically significant, we can only rule out the existence of an effect larger than 17.1 percentage points.

The share of selfish choices, across treatments and for both selfish and fair defaults, is presented in [Table 2](#pone.0172496.t002){ref-type="table"}. Since we find no evidence for an omission effect in selfish choices, there are no mechanisms to distinguish. Therefore, we leave the details of the analysis of the fair default and our second hypothesis to [S3 File](#pone.0172496.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In short, when the fair allocation (70,70) is presented as the default option, there is no statistically significant difference in the share of fair choices between the two treatments. Moreover, testing our second hypothesis, we cannot reject the null-hypothesis of no difference in omission effects between the fair and the selfish default conditions.

10.1371/journal.pone.0172496.t002

###### Share of participants choosing the selfish allocation in the first choice.
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                    Commission treatment   Omission treatment   Total
  ----------------- ---------------------- -------------------- -------
  Default (90,10)   43.8%                  46.7%                45.4%
  (*n* = 89)        (*n* = 105)            (*n* = 194)          
  Default (70,70)   36.2%                  47.4%                41.5%
  (*n* = 105)       (*n* = 95)             (*n* = 200)          
  Total             39.7%                  47.0%                43.4%
  (*n* = 194)       (*n* = 200)            (*n* = 394)          

*Note*: In each cell we show the share of participants choosing the selfish allocation (90,10). In parentheses we show the total number of participants in each cell.

### All allocation choices {#sec009}

We also test our hypotheses using data from all 14 allocation choices. Table C in [S1 File](#pone.0172496.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} tests our first hypothesis for each choice separately. The difference in default choices between the omission and the commission treatment is significant at the 5 percent level for only one of the 14 choices. When correcting the significance level for multiple testing (a Bonferroni correction with *n* = 14 and *α* = 0.05 yields an adjusted required significance level of 0.05/14≈0.004), no individual treatment effect is statistically significant. Since we do not find any order effects in the likelihood to choose the default, in the analyses below we pool all choices.

By pooling all choices we can substantially increase the precision of our estimates, compared to when restricting the data to the first allocation choice. To test our first hypothesis, we look at all choices with a selfish default, i.e. all allocation trade-offs where the default option is strictly payoff-dominant for the dictator. [Table 3](#pone.0172496.t003){ref-type="table"} shows the results from OLS regressions, using an indicator for whether the participant chose the selfish default allocation, or not, as the dependent variable. The omission effect is given by the coefficient of the explanatory variable *Omission treatment*. Model 1 restricts the sample to only the first choice, and verifies the result from the previous section (*β* = 0.028, *p* = 0.69). Model 2 pools all allocation choices with a selfish default, i.e. all allocation trade-offs where the default option is strictly payoff-dominant for the dictator. There is no significant omission effect in the likelihood to choose a selfish default even when pooling all choices (*β* = 0.004, *p* = 0.90), and the 95% confidence interval narrows from \[-0.114,0.171\] in Model 1 to \[-0.056,0.064\] in Model 2.

10.1371/journal.pone.0172496.t003

###### Treatment effect on the propensity to choose the selfish default.
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                       Model 1                                          Model 2                                          Model 3                                          Model 4                                          Model 5
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------
  Omission treatment   0.028                                            0.004                                            0.046                                            -0.019                                           0.020
  (0.072)              (0.030)                                          (0.041)                                          (0.030)                                          (0.039)                                          
  Constant             0.438[\*\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.666[\*\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.515[\*\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.758[\*\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.554[\*\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       (0.020)                                          (0.029)                                          (0.020)                                          (0.028)                                          
  *R*^*2*^             0.00                                             0.00                                             0.00                                             0.00                                             0.00
  *N* (choices)        194                                              2,576                                            1,347                                            1,227                                            998
  Choices included:    First choice                                     Selfish vs. non-selfish                          Selfish vs. non-selfish (not behind)             Selfish vs. behind                               Selfish vs. efficient

*Note*: OLS regressions. The sample is restricted to choices where the default option is selfish (strictly payoff dominant for the dictator). Dependent variable: = 1 if default chosen, = 0 otherwise. *Model 1* only includes the first choice between (90,10) and (70,70). *Model 2* includes all allocation choices except choice number 13 which has no strictly payoff dominant option for the dictator. *Model 3* includes choices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10. *Model 4* includes choices 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13. *Model 5* includes choices 1, 6, 9, 10 and 12. See Table A in [S1 File](#pone.0172496.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a list of all choices. Standard errors are clustered on participant in all models except *Model 1*.

\*\*\* *p*\<0.01 (the absence of asterisks indicates p\>0.10).

Next, to see whether the omission effect varies across allocation trade-offs with different properties, we split our data into different subsets of choices. Model 3 restricts the analysis to allocations where the dictator's payoff is at least as high as the recipient's payoff. Model 4 only includes choices that trade-off selfishness and behindness, i.e. choices between one option which is weakly payoff-dominant for the dictator and another option giving the dictator less than the recipient. Model 5 is restricted to the choices where the selfish option is less efficient than the non-selfish option. Also for these subsets of choices, there is no significant omission effect. The 95% confidence intervals for the estimated coefficients are \[-0.035,0.127\], \[-0.079,0.040\] and \[-0.079,0.040\], respectively. Hence, even when substantially increasing the precision of the estimated omission effect by pooling all choices, we find no evidence that individuals are more likely to be selfish passively rather than actively. As in the previous section, we leave the analysis of the fair default to [S3 File](#pone.0172496.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In [S4 File](#pone.0172496.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} we also test our first hypothesis by estimating a latent class model, classifying subjects into different social preference types. This allows us to take inequity aversion and social welfare preferences into account in the same model. In line with our previous results, we find no significant difference in the distribution of types between the omission and the commission treatment under selfish default options.

### Default effects {#sec010}

To evaluate the size of the default effect in Experiment 1, we compare the share of selfish choices when the selfish allocation is the default to the share of selfish choices when the fair allocation is the default. In the first allocation choice, the share of (90,10) choices is not significantly larger when (90,10) is the default as compared to when (70,70) is the default, neither in the commission treatment (43.8% vs. 36.2%, *χ*^*2*^*(1)* = 1.17, *p* = 0.28), nor in the omission treatment (46.7% vs. 47.4%, *χ*^*2*^*(1)* = 0.01, *p* = 0.92).

We estimate default effects for the pooled choices by running separate regressions for each treatment, using an indicator variable for selfish choice as the dependent variable, and an indicator variable for selfish default as the explanatory variable. Using the sample restriction from Model 2 in [Table 3](#pone.0172496.t003){ref-type="table"}, there is a small but significant default effect in the commission treatment (*β* = 0.053, *p* = 0.01) but not in the omission treatment (*β* = 0.07, *p* = 0.80). Using the sample restrictions from Models 3--5, there are no significant default effects, neither in the commission treatment nor in the omission treatment. Assuming that the default effects for selfish and fair defaults point in the same direction, this means that we find no strong evidence of default effects in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2 {#sec011}
============

In Experiment 1, we find no evidence of an omission effect on prosocial behavior. However, nor do we find any strong evidence of a default effect. Thus, from Experiment 1, we can conclude that there is no evidence of an omission effect independent of the default effect. However, given that default and omission effects have been suggested to be based on similar mechanisms (see e.g. \[[@pone.0172496.ref026]\]), it cannot be ruled out that an omission effect only occurs if these mechanisms are clearly at work, i.e. in the presence of a positive default effect. To test for the existence of an omission effect in the presence of a positive default effect, Experiment 2 introduces a setting where we expect the default effect to be stronger. For this purpose, we present the default as an entitlement, rather than introducing it as a randomly selected pre-ticked box.

Experimental design {#sec012}
-------------------

The second experiment employs a one-shot dictator game with one binary allocation choice. The relative payoff between the two allocations resembles that used in the first choice in Experiment 1. Subjects choose between an allocation which is payoff-dominant for the dictator (the *selfish* allocation), giving \$1.05 to the dictator and \$0.05 to the recipient, and an allocation which is both fair and efficient (the *fair* allocation), giving \$0.70 each to the dictator and the recipient. Each subject is randomly assigned to one of three treatments: the commission treatment, the omission treatment or the no-default treatment. After the experiment, subjects are randomly matched and randomly assigned to either the role of the dictator or the role of the recipient and paid accordingly. As in Experiment 1, subjects have 40 seconds to make their choice, as indicated by a timer on the screen. To simplify the procedure, we do not include the slider task that was used in Experiment 1.

In the *commission treatment* and the *omission treatment*, the selfish allocation is presented as the default. To create a stronger default effect than in Experiment 1, we present the default allocation as an initial distribution rather than a pre-ticked box. Before making the choice, participants in these two treatments read instructions stating that "You and the other worker receive the following bonus payments for this task: You: \$1.05, Other: \$0.05". Participants are then informed that they can either confirm this bonus payment, or select an alternative option. Subjects in both treatments can actively choose either the selfish default allocation or the alternative, fair allocation by ticking an empty box next to the allocation. In the omission treatment, subjects can also implement the selfish allocation by doing nothing and letting the timer run down. Thus, as in Experiment 1, the difference in the share of selfish choices between the commission treatment and the omission treatment measures the omission effect. Note that the only difference between the commission treatment and the omission treatment is that subjects in the omission treatment have the *additional* option of implementing the selfish allocation by remaining passive.

We introduce the *no-default treatment* to measure the size of the default effect. The no-default treatment has no default option, but equals the commission treatment in all other respects. The difference in the share of selfish choices between the no-default treatment and the commission treatment allows us to measure the default effect. [Table 4](#pone.0172496.t004){ref-type="table"} illustrates the differences between treatments. The experimental instructions can be found in [S7 File](#pone.0172496.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0172496.t004

###### Overview of treatments in Experiment 2: Choice between (1.05,0.05) and (0.70,0.70).
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                         Default Allocation   Implementation of Default
  ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------
  Commission Treatment   (1.05,0.05)          Active
  Omission Treatment     (1.05,0.05)          Passive or Active
  No-default Treatment   No Default           \-

We hypothesize that there is a default effect in this setting, i.e. that subjects are more likely to choose the selfish allocation in the commission treatment than in the no-default treatment. If there is an omission effect, subjects will be more likely to choose the selfish default in the omission treatment than in the commission treatment. If there is no omission effect, even in the presence of a default effect, there will be no difference between the commission and the omission treatment.

Results {#sec013}
-------

453 subjects were recruited through a work task posted on Amazon Mechanical Turk in August 2014. Subjects received a fixed payment of \$0.50 for participation on top of their earnings from the experiment, which were paid as bonuses. To avoid non-random attrition from treatments and to select only sufficiently motivated subjects, the experiment started with a short transcription task that asked subjects to transcribe a text from a picture into a text box. The experiment was part of a larger study, but the dictator game choices reported here were elicited first. After the dictator game, subjects participated in an additional task and answered a short questionnaire.

40% of the participants are women and 75% are located in the US. 151 subjects participated in each treatment. No subject in the commission treatment and only 2 subjects (1.3% of subjects) in the no-default treatment failed to make a choice in the allotted time. These shares are not significantly different across the two treatments (*χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 2.01, *p* = 0.16). We include these two subjects in the analysis presented below, but our results are robust to excluding them. [Table 5](#pone.0172496.t005){ref-type="table"} presents the share of subjects choosing the selfish option across treatment conditions. [Fig 2](#pone.0172496.g002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the findings.

10.1371/journal.pone.0172496.t005

###### Share of participants choosing the selfish allocation in Experiment 2.
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                        No-default treatment   Commission treatment   Omission treatment   Total
  --------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- -------
  Default (1.05,0.05)   33.8%                  57.6%                  56.3%                49.2%
  (*n* = 151)           (*n* = 151)            (*n* = 151)            (*n* = 453)          

*Note*: In each cell we show the share of participants choosing the selfish allocation (1.05,0.05). In parentheses we show the total number of participants in each cell.

![Average share of selfish choices across treatments.](pone.0172496.g002){#pone.0172496.g002}

First, we test whether we succeeded in introducing a default effect into the decision. In the no-default treatment, 33.8% of the subjects choose the selfish option. Presenting the selfish option as the default in the commission treatment significantly increases the share of selfish choices by 23.8 percentage points (*χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 17.29, *p* = 0.00). This corresponds to an increase in selfish choices of 70.4% through the introduction of a selfish default. Thus, as hypothesized, subjects are more prone to choose the selfish option when it is presented as the default.

Second, we test whether an omission effect occurs in the presence of this default effect. The difference in the share of selfish choices in the commission treatment and the omission treatment is small with 1.3 percentage points and statistically insignificant (*χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 0.054, *p* = 0.816). Thus, even in a context where the default effect is strong and the mechanisms behind a potential omission effect are at work, we find no evidence that the possibility of choosing a selfish default passively rather than actively increases the share of selfish choices. The 95% confidence interval of the estimated omission effect is \[-0.126,0.099\]. Hence, assuming that the effect is positive, we can rule out the existence of an omission effect of 10 percentage points or larger.

Subjects in the omission treatment could implement the selfish default allocation either actively (by ticking the box) or passively (by letting the timer run down). Among the subjects that choose the selfish option in the omission treatment, 10.6% use the possibility to remain passive. This corresponds to 6% of all subjects in the omission treatment, which is a significantly larger share than the subjects failing to make an active choice in the no-default treatment and the commission treatment (omission vs. commission: *χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 9.30, *p* = 0.00; omission vs. no-default: *χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 4.62, *p* = 0.03). Thus, a significant, but small, fraction of subjects in the omission treatment consciously use the option to be selfish by omission. However, since the share of selfish choices is the same across the omission and the commission treatments, choosing the selfish option passively only seems to serve as a substitute to being selfish by commission.

Experiment 3 {#sec014}
============

So far, we found no evidence of an omission effect, even in the presence of a substantial default effect. However, one remaining concern may be that, in Experiments 1 and 2, subjects who make a passive choice must wait 40 seconds to let the timer run down in order to confirm their choice. Facing the choice situation for such a long time may cause psychological discomfort for subjects intending to choose the selfish option. If such psychological discomfort counteracts the omission effect, reducing the time that subjects have to make their choice should lead to an increase in the omission effect. Thus, in Experiment 3, we test if our results are robust to a shorter decision time. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.

Experimental design {#sec015}
-------------------

In the third experiment we reduce the decision time from 40 seconds to 20 seconds. Our pilot study, as reported in Experiment 1, showed that subjects take at most 22 seconds to make a choice in the commission treatment without any time constraint. Thus, rounding to the nearest ten, we argue that 20 seconds should allow subjects to make a choice before the timer runs down in all treatments. This should also be enough time for subjects in all treatments to make an active decisions, and to prevent subjects from using shortage of time as a credible excuse for being selfish \[[@pone.0172496.ref027]\]. In all other respects, the design of Experiment 3 is identical to that of Experiment 2.

To assess how the reduced decision time affects the time pressure and stress experienced by subjects, we also replicate two questions from the questionnaire of Experiment 2. Subjects are asked to rate (i) whether the time was sufficient for making a choice on a scale from 1 ("strongly disagree") to 7 ("strongly agree"), and (ii) how pressured they felt by the time constraint on a scale from 1 ("not at all time pressured") to 5 ("very time pressured").

Results {#sec016}
-------

We recruited 448 subjects through a work task posted on Amazon Mechanical Turk in November 2016. Subjects received a fixed payment of \$1.00 for participation on top of their earnings from the experiment, which were paid as bonuses. 45% of the participants are women and all participants are located in the US. No subject in the no-default treatment and only one subject (0.67%) in the commission treatment failed to make a choice within the allotted time. The share of subjects failing to make an active choice is not significantly different between these two treatments *χ*^*2*^*(1)* = 1.00, *p* = 0.32). We include this subject in the analysis presented below, but our results are robust to excluding the subject.

Compared to subjects in Experiment 2, subjects in this experiment agree less with the statement that they had sufficient time to make their choice. This different is significant but fairly small (6.51 vs. 6.65, *z* = 2.57, *p* = 0.01). Importantly, 95.1% of subjects agree that time was sufficient. Similarly, subjects report significantly stronger feelings of time pressure in this experiment than in Experiment 2 (1.77 vs. 1.49, *z* = -4.30, *p*\<0.01), but 91.3% of subjects still report that they felt little or no time pressure. Thus, while the more restrictive time constraint significantly affected subjects' perception of the available decision time, most subjects still agree that 20 seconds is sufficient time for making an informed choice without much time pressure.

[Table 6](#pone.0172496.t006){ref-type="table"} presents the share of subjects choosing the selfish option across treatment conditions and [Fig 3](#pone.0172496.g003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates these findings. Subjects are 10 percentage points more prone to choose the selfish option in the commission treatment than in the no-default treatment (*χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 3.13, *p* = 0.08). Thus, we find evidence of a default effect, albeit the size of this effect is 14 percentage points smaller than in Experiment 2 (*p* = 0.08 from a joint regression).

10.1371/journal.pone.0172496.t006

###### Share of participants choosing the selfish allocation in Experiment 3.
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                        No-default treatment   Commission treatment   Omission treatment   Total
  --------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- -------
  Default (1.05,0.05)   35.6%                  45.6%                  48.0%                43.1%
  (*n* = 149)           (*n* = 149)            (*n* = 150)            (*n* = 448)          

*Note*: In each cell we show the share of participants choosing the selfish allocation (1.05,0.05). In parentheses we show the total number of participants in each cell.

![Average share of selfish choices across treatments in Experiment 3.](pone.0172496.g003){#pone.0172496.g003}

The share of selfish choices in the omission treatment is only 4.4 percentage points larger than in the commission treatment. This difference is not statistically significant (*χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 0.17, *p* = 0.68). Thus, even when substantially reducing the time subjects need to wait when making a passive choice, we find no evidence that the possibility of choosing a selfish default passively rather than actively increases the share of selfish choices. The 95% confidence interval of the estimated omission effect is \[-0.090,0.138\], ruling out effect sizes above 13.8 percentage points.

As in Experiment 2, subjects in the omission treatment could implement the selfish default allocation either actively (by ticking the box) or passively (by letting the timer run down). Among the subjects who chose the selfish option in the omission treatment, 9.7% used the possibility to remain passive. In total, this corresponds to 4.7% of subjects in the omission treatment, which is a significantly larger share than the share of subjects remaining passive in the other treatments (omission vs. commission: *χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 4.58, *p* = 0.03; omission vs. no-default: *χ*^*2*^*(1) =* 7.12, *p* = 0.01). This suggests that, as in Experiment 2, a small but significant share of subjects in the omission treatment consciously use the option to be selfish by omission. However, again, the lack of difference in selfishness between the commission treatment and the omission treatment indicates that choosing the selfish option passively is merely a substitute to choosing the same option actively.

Taken together, we find no evidence that our findings are affected by reducing the decision time by half.

General discussion {#sec017}
==================

We find no support for the hypothesis that there is an omission effect in prosocial behavior beyond the default effect. All else equal, individuals do not prefer to implement a selfish default option passively rather than actively. This holds true both in a setting with weak default effects (Experiment 1) and a setting with stronger default effects (Experiments 2 and 3). This indicates that prosocial preferences do not depend on the difference between commissions and omissions as attributes of the action taken by a decision maker. It has been suggested that a utility maximization framework in the presence of social norms may benefit from including actions as an argument of the utility function (see, for example, \[[@pone.0172496.ref021],[@pone.0172496.ref022]\]). Our results show that prosocial preferences are stable with respect to whether the choice is active or passive. This finding relates broadly to previous research on the sensitivity of dictator game behavior to contextual changes. Several studies show that seemingly small manipulations of the choice structure, such as relaxing the transparency of the one-to-one mapping between the dictator's actions and the final outcomes \[[@pone.0172496.ref027]\] or varying the choice set \[[@pone.0172496.ref028],[@pone.0172496.ref029]\], can have strong effects on levels of giving. But not all manipulations affect giving behavior. For instance, Dreber et al. \[[@pone.0172496.ref030]\] find no significant social framing effect when changing the name of the dictator game or the labeling of strategies. We complement previous research on giving in dictator games by providing a manipulation targeting the nature of the action taken by the dictator that has *no* effect on levels of giving.

Our result suggests that increased selfishness through omission, as observed in various settings, is not an omission effect in the sense that it expresses an individual's preference for selfish omissions. Rather, observed behavioral differences between passive and active choices are likely to be driven by other factors than the difference between active and passive choices in and of itself. This leads to the question of which other situational factors could explain why passivity and selfish behavior often coincide. Below, we discuss the potential role of default and status quo effects, costs of taking an action, time constraints and awareness as potentially important confounding factors that commonly also differ across commissions and omissions in previous economics literature.

First, the omission option is a passive default option. Default effects have been identified in a variety of consequential real-world decisions, such as whether to become an organ donor \[[@pone.0172496.ref031],[@pone.0172496.ref032]\], the choice of retirement savings plan \[[@pone.0172496.ref013]\], auto insurance \[[@pone.0172496.ref012]\] and energy provider \[[@pone.0172496.ref033]\]. Presenting a choice alternative as the default has also been found to affect dictator game giving, either through a self-serving interpretation of entitlements \[[@pone.0172496.ref015]\], or through resolving preference uncertainty \[[@pone.0172496.ref014]\]. Further, Grossman \[[@pone.0172496.ref034]\] finds that passive defaults can affect strategic ignorance in a dictator game. He lets dictators choose whether to remain ignorant about the payoff consequences of their choice for the recipient, thereby allowing them to choose a higher payoff for themselves without knowingly violating a fairness norm. The share of dictators choosing to remain ignorant increases from 25% when the choice is active and has no default, to 54% when the passive default option is to remain ignorant. However, since Grossman's \[[@pone.0172496.ref034]\] study is restricted to comparing a setting with a passive default option to a setting with no default option, we cannot know if the observed effect is solely driven by the effect of introducing a suggested option, or if the possibility to passively implement the default plays an additional role. In fact, given the current state of evidence, it is generally hard to disentangle omission effects from default effects. While some default options are chosen passively, such as through setting a passive policy default or maintaining a contract, and others require active verification, such as through signing a document or renewing a contract, to our knowledge, no previous study systematically investigates the distinction between active and passive defaults. Our study provides a first test, indicating that, all else equal, individuals do not prefer passive over active defaults. Thus, it is likely that observed increases in selfish behavior in settings with passive default options are driven by the default effect rather than a preference for selfish omissions.

Second, commission and omission options can differ substantially in terms of action costs. In our experimental setting action costs are reduced to a minimum, since making an active choice only requires clicking a button. An example of a field setting with minimal action costs is online purchases where choosing to add options, such as environmentally friendly delivery or a charity donation, only requires checking a box. However, in some real life situations, active choices are associated with considerable investments of effort and time. For instance, actively choosing to become an organ donor may require both time and effort, such as filling out a form and reflecting on the ethicality of one's choice. Similarly, making an informed decision about a new retirement plan requires a careful evaluation of all alternatives. Thus, in some settings, an increased propensity to stay passive may simply reflect the costs associated with making an active choice.

Third, it can be the case that passive choices, but not active choices, result from unawareness of the choice situation. In such settings, an increased willingness to be selfish by omission rather than commission can arise because agents are genuinely unaware of the possibility to commit a non-selfish act. Or, it can arise because they use this potential unawareness as an argument when justifying their choice to remain passive. For instance, individuals may be more likely to passively walk by a silent charity solicitor, allowing for potential unawareness, as compared to actively refraining from contributing if the solicitor explicitly asks for a contribution. Along these lines, several studies find that when given the possibility to opt-out of a situation in which a fairness norm would suggest a monetary contribution, some individuals choose this opt-out option \[[@pone.0172496.ref035]--[@pone.0172496.ref038]\]. For instance, Andreoni et al. \[[@pone.0172496.ref036]\] find that when placing a silent solicitor, rather than a solicitor who approaches customers, at one of two doors of a supermarket, the share of customers using this door increases from 35.6% to 52.8%. Our result suggests that an omission effect itself cannot explain this type of avoidance behavior. Rather, it is plausible that a silent solicitor allows for some ambiguity about whether a customer was actually aware of the presence of the solicitor, and that customers use this potential unawareness as an argument when justifying their choice not to contribute.

Fourth, time constraints may be used by agents as a credible excuse for being selfish by omission. Dana et al. \[[@pone.0172496.ref027]\] conduct a binary dictator game in which dictators can either make an active choice or passively let a timer cut them off at a random point within a 10 second interval, allowing for a random mechanism to make the choice. They find that 24 percent of the dictators passively allow for being cut off by the timer. Our finding indicates that, rather than being driven by an omission effect, the dictators in Dana et al. \[[@pone.0172496.ref027]\] are driven by other motivations. For instance, they may be using the shortage of time allowed for making an active choice as a credible excuse to remain passive.

Investigating the specific role of each of the above-mentioned mechanisms is beyond the reach of this paper. While our second and third experiments indicate that the presence of a default plays a non-negligible role, an interesting direction for future research would be to more systematically address the importance of costs of taking an action, plausible unawareness and time constraints in the same setting. As suggested by an anonymous reviewer, one natural extension to the current study would be to first replicate previous findings of an omission effect and then remove each of these confounding factors one at a time.

Furthermore, our experiment focuses specifically on omission effects in *prosocial behavior* in a context with *economic outcomes*. Whether omission effects exist for decisions that affect only the decision-maker, e.g. choices relating to risk or time preferences, is still an open empirical question. For example, consider the risky decision of whether to sell stocks at a loss or not. This decision may vary both in terms of the presence of a default (a specific price at which to sell may, or may not, have been suggested by the broker) and whether the default is implemented passively or actively (a stop-loss order to sell at a certain price may be implemented automatically, or require a call to the broker). Relatedly, Ritov and Baron \[[@pone.0172496.ref039]\] conduct a series of vignette studies, focusing on adverse outcomes from risky choices (e.g. investment decisions) that affect only the decision-maker. They find that individuals' tendency to maintain the status quo is---at least partly---confounded with a bias in favor of remaining passive. An interesting question for future research is to see whether this finding holds up when keeping the suggested option constant across scenarios.

Similarly, we cannot rule out the possibility of an omission effect in prosocial choices with non-economic outcomes. Gärtner \[[@pone.0172496.ref040]\] suggests that the outcome-domain matters for moral decision making. In a vignette study on moral choices across different outcome domains, she finds that the omission effect in the so-called trolley dilemma is significantly smaller for decisions concerning loss of property than for decisions concerning physical harm. While this opens up for the possibility that our findings may be outcome-domain-specific, we leave these questions for future research.

Finally, while we find no omission effect in choices, it is possible that there is nevertheless an omission effect in the moral judgment of others' choices. Previous vignette studies in psychology \[[@pone.0172496.ref001]--[@pone.0172496.ref005]\] suggest that observers judge harmful acts as morally worse than equally harmful omissions. Moreover, previous incentivized experiments on fairness that look at the punishment of unfair behavior find results relating to the omission effect. Coffman \[[@pone.0172496.ref041]\] studies third party punishment in a dictator game and finds that dictators who take money directly from the recipient are punished more than dictators who delegate the implementation of the same outcome to an intermediary with no other option than to implement the outcome. This suggests that third party judgment is affected by whether the action taken by the dictator is directly associated with the selfish outcome. DeScioli, Christner and Kurzban \[[@pone.0172496.ref042]\] also study third party punishment, conducting a dictator game in which a selfish but dominated allocation is indicated as the passive default option. They find that dictators choose this passive default more often when a punisher is present as compared to when there is no punisher. Cox et al. \[[@pone.0172496.ref043]\] study second party punishment in an ultimatum game, varying which of two allocations is the status quo option. They find that selfish choices are punished less often by the recipient when the selfish option is the status quo, as compared to when the fair option is the status quo. These studies suggest that when punishing the behavior of others, individuals take into account whether an unfair allocation is implemented as a passive default \[[@pone.0172496.ref042]\] and whether it is the initial endowment that needs to be implemented actively \[[@pone.0172496.ref043]\]. However, at least two important questions still need to be addressed. First, is there an omission effect in the punishment of selfish behavior, independent of the effect of defaults on punishment? Second, is there an omission effect in prosocial behavior, independent of the default effect, in the presence of punishment opportunities?
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